
User manual of RC818/CM280  

------wireless car rear view system 
Thank you for choosing the wireless car rear view system,it will add joy to your life and improve the safety 
when backing a car. Before using the system, please read the manual carefully. 
Ⅰ.Feature 

1. Mini camera  
2 Wireless transmitter and receive 
3.Beautiful appearance  
4.2.5� color LCD  
5.Monitor can be put in the platform at random. 
6.Wireless DVD can be put outside, USB, Mini SD card , wirless DVD is optional if your car with CD Plug. 
7.Easy for installing. 

ⅡTechnique Parameter 
Model No.           RC818                      CM280   
Power supply         DC12V                       DC12V                                                
Power consumption:   200mA                       110mA               
Frequency:           2.4G                         2.4G                   

 Pixel             960*240                       320TV line    
Ⅲ.Exterior Description 

 
 
             

Ⅳ Installation 
   Necessary tools：pincers，screwdriver                                                                     

1、 Take off the license plate 

             

 
 
 
 
 
 

2、Take off the inside part of later box  

      
 
 
 
 
 
 

Power plug 

Power cable of
camera 

illuminative light lens 



3、Open the cover of license plate light 

             

 
4、Make the power cable of camera through the 

light hole of license plate, fix up the transmitter 
board on the  surface of armor plate of the later 
cover(Notice:if the transmitter put in the interbeded 
of will affect the receive quality) 

  
5, Fixup the camera on the rack of licence plate 

(Make sure the cushion put as picture show) 

             

 
6, Stretch the Power cable of camera to the 

place of backup light and connected to the power of 
it. 

             

 
 

7, Revert to the original , finish the installation 
of camera             

 
8, Plug the power of monitor on the car 

charge,rive off the pastern and put the monitor to 
the right place.  

                 

9, live picture when backing a car 

         

 

 

transmiter  



ⅤNotice 
  1,It is better to use a small wire to guide the power cable of camera through the iron interbeded . 
  2.On the step 6,we can add some lubricating oil to make it easier to pull 

3.Check if the luminous light works when backing the car, it doesn�t work if failed connect to the power . 
4.If there is no signal or bad picture quality after installed the camera and LCD, please check if put the transmitter in 

the interbeded, In that case,it may result to signal is shields or attenuation. It should be put in place which can go to the 
front part of the car 
ⅥAccessories 
 1.CM280CWS 
2．RC818 
3．12V car charger 
4．Bevel cushion and other fittings 
5．Instruction  
 
 


